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Board
rejects
English
department
candidate.
candidate
Faculty
uneasy over
hiring
standards
B y JESSIE
J es sie HARRIS
H a r r is and
BY
AND
ADAM
A dam BELZ
B elz
Last month the faculty asked
the Board for two things and was
denied in
in both
cases. Professors
denied
bo th cases.
Professors

It's
It’s springtime and so it's
it’s time for beautiful people to dress up and dance in a beautiful place.
asked for
for approval
approval of
o f aa PhilosoPhiloso
asked
Spring Banquet was at the Hunter Museum two weeks ago.
phy of
o f Education
Education Statement
Statement and
and ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
appealed a Board commission's
commission’s too-strict, extra-Biblical standard
could agree on, even though if any tural opinions that should not be
rejection of
o f a candidate to teach
on faculty candidates and maybe
individual wrote it, it would look
somehow canonized and enforced
in the English department.
even current faculty.
a little different. It wasn’t
wasn't given
as the standard forever.
The Board referred the PhiPhi
Even administrators don't
don’t from Mount Sinai. It was written
Since faculty members do not
losophy of
o f Education Statement
understand the language of
o f the
by 60 faculty, ten years ago.”
have to agree with every detail of
ago."
to President Niel Nielson and Board's
Board’s _ statement.
“They’ve
"They've
Hall and trustee Rob Ray
the Westminster Confession of
Rayo f it until next
shelved discussion of
raised questions in our minds.
burn, who is on the commission
Faith in order to · be hired, they
o f EngEng
fall. The appeal on behalf of
What does it mean to be 'within
‘within
which rejected Steen, decline to
argue, absolute accord with the
lish department candidate Abram
the bounds of?"'
o f?” ’ said Vice PresiPresi
comment on reasons candidate
affirmation statement should not
Steen was denied.
o f Academic Affairs Jeff
Teff
dent of
will not be hired, because candi
be
necessary either. “That’s
"That's the is
candiisThe Board pointed out the
Hall.
dates are never given the reason,
sue. Could a person say, ‘I
'I submit
Philosophy ooff Education's
Education’s "am“ am
The most controversial ooff
according to Hall.
to the view ooff the college on this
biguous statement on govergover
those "official
“ official institutional affiraffir
Faculty sources say Steen was
issue even though my mind is not
nance"
nance” and reminded the faculty
mations"
mations” is an Affirmation StateState
rejected at least partly because
settled on it,”
it,"'’ Kaufmann said.
that it must operate "within
“within the
ment the faculty wrote in 1996
of
o f his openness to ordination ooff
The faculty is looking into re
rebounds of
o f Scripture, the WestWest
at the Board's
Board’s request, to explain
women, something the Affirma
Affirma- vising the Affirmation Statement,
minster Confession of
o f Faith, the
positions on issues like the sanctity
tion Statement explicitly
explicidy opposes.
and Hall is working to straighten
polity of
o f the PCA, and other ofof
o f life, gender, origins and diverdiver
of
Rayburn believes the affirma
out what the Board meant by
affirmaficial institutional affirmations."
affirmations.”
sity. There is disagreement about
tions in the statement should be a
"within the bounds of.”
“within
of "
Steen does not oppose the oror
the statement's
statement’s original purpose.
basic standard for hiring. “"GenerGener
When faculty, administrators
dination of
o f women.
"The
“ The faculty did not intend for it
ally speaking, we expect people
and trustees work through a prob
probAlthough Scripture and the
to be used in the hiring process,
who are hired at Covenant to lem together, Hall understands
Westminster Confession of
o f Faith
but the Board decided to use it that
agree with that statement
statement...The
... The
that there will always be some lev
levare already clearly stated in the "Vay,"
way,” said Dr. Steve Kaufmann.
positions taken there are the ones
el ooff “"healthy
healthy tension.”
tension." Dr. Cliff
faculty contract, there is no exex
It is now being used as a litmus
taught by Scripture,"
Scripture,” he said.
Foreman sees it differently.
plicit mention of
o f the polity of
test for potential faculty, a fact that While he refers to them as "mat“mat
“ It’s like being in a poker game
"It's
the PCA or institutional affirmaaffirma
worries faculty, who as Kaufmann
ters of
o f Christian conviction,”
conviction," where the other person has the
tions. Now faculty are worried
says, see it as a "“ ...
.. .consensus
doc
consensus docmembers of
o f the faculty see some
whole deck,"
deck,” he said. "The
“The Board
that trustees want to enforce aa ument. It was something everyone
of
o f the positions as debatable cul
cul- only listens to us if they want to.”
to."
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Senior gift
arrives at
Covenant
BY
B
y JJANSSEN
a n ssen F
irth
FIRTH

A new painting by artist Shaun
LaRose now adorns the previous
previously bland wall adjoining the stair
stairway in the bottom-floor lounge ooff
Mills Hall. Commissioned by last
year's senior class, the building’s
year’s
building's
latest addition continues a recent
trend ooff increased support for the
fine arts at Covenant.
• "This
fantastic," said art
“ This is fantastic,”
professor Jeff Morton.
It’s won
Mortem. “"It's
wonderful to see that the students here
are at least in principle behind the
idea that the arts matter.”
matter." The
classes ooff 2005 and 2006 have
both backed visual art endeavors
with their gifts.
According to former Senior
Class President Lauren Johnson,
the idea to sponsor a painting for
the college appealed to her peers
because ooff its novelty. ''We
“We con
considered books or videos for the
library. Those have been wonder
wonderful senior class gifts in the past, but
just not as notable,”
said Johnson,
notable," saidJohnson,
who now works in the Office of
of
Admissions. "Our
“ Our class was al
always pretty flashy. We wanted
something noteworthy, something
large. Art won two-thirds ooff the
vote.”
vote."
Typically, a commissioned
piece costs many thousands of
dollars, but Shaun LaRose, a for
former student at Covenant, offered
to work at a discounted price ooff
only $4,000. “"II noticed that there
wasn't any variety ooff artwork at
wasn’t
the college, and it seemed like
there could stand to be some didi
versity," LaRose said in an inter
versity,”
interview.
V1ew.
Coming to Lookout Mountain
from Minneapolis, Minn., the art-

See Senior Gift, on page 22
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Senior Gift, from page 1i
ist also felt that our school did not have a strong enough
visual representation on its campus. ':A.
“A lot of
o f the people
that come to look at the college are not as text-oriented as
they used to be because they live in an image-saturated age.
So I felt it was crucial to have a couple pieces that really
conveyed the weight ooff the school's
values."
school’s values.”
His finished product portrays two ooff last year’s
year's seniors,
Brae Howard and Pippi Powell, placing them in a setting
where only some features are recognizable.
"Shaun
“ Shaun uses a certain amount of
o f realism, but also crecre
ates these other-world spaces,"
spaces,” Professor Morton commentcomment
ed. "They
“ They seem to be believable or actual at times, but then
they're fictitious spaces."
as you look closer you realize they’re
spaces.”
This style, known primarily as magic realism, was first
explored by several Latin American authors like Gabriel
Garcia Marquez, who wrote 100 Years
Tears oeff Solitude.
"The
“ The general theme was the senior class leaving campus
and going out into the world as stewards,"
stewards,” said LaRose. "So
“ So
what I did was to create a Covenant foreground-a
foreground— a pillar
from
from Carter Hall, a large tree, aa Chattanooga landscape-landscape—
with the students looking out into a very much magic realist
kind of
o f background. They have their eyes fixed on a holy
city on a hill, a New Jerusalem, on the left-hand side ooff the
painting. That's
That’s the goal, and in between is going through
life."
this life.”
LaRose, who came to Covenant to study the glazing
th
and I17th
7th century painters like Caravag
techniques of
o f 16
16th
Caravaggio, was forced to leave the school for financial reasons af
after a year. Now serving as an assistant in Terry Cannon's
Cannon’s
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studios on Broad
Street, his latest
work is an attempt
continue pursuto continue
pursu
ing this method on
his own.
"The
“The piece was
very much a study
of
o f painting,"
painting,” he re
recalled. "Maxfield
“ Maxfield
Parrish was my
mam
main influenceinfluence—
his glazing and
mastery of
o f light
are
unparalleled.
Another
mentor
of
o f mine was Doug
Jaques. He's
H e’s a propro
lific Christian artist
that's
that’s not very well
known, and really
an amazing magic
realist."
realist.”
So far, the rere
sponse of
o f the Covenant community to the LaRose's
LaRose’s inin
stalled piece is overwhelmingly positive.
"To
“To get a whole bunch of
o f dirt poor college students to
contribute money to commission a painting--that's
painting— that’s really
wonderful,"
concludedJohnson.
wonderful,” concluded
Johnson. "I'm
“ Pm really entirely happy
with Shaun's
Shaun’s work, and I hope that other classes will take
heart and really make their senior class gift something for

Haven't
Haven’t
seen her in
the Great
Hall?
Yep,Greta
Yep,
Greta
Spaulding’s
Spaulding's
still
trucking
in the Blink.
Blink

By Liz Tubergen

which they're
they’re remembered."
remembered.”
While LaRose has finished his labor, Professor Kayb
Carpenter continues to work on six arches commissioned
by the college to commemorate its 50th anniversary. This
year's senior class will pay for the installation ooff these sculpyear’s
sculp
tures, which are designed to symbolize the first six days of
of
creation, with the viewer standing in day seven.

On
On the Verge: An examination of whimsy
BY
B
y EMILY
E m ily BELZ
B elz

If you have a yen to be somesome
where other than on a mountain
in Georgia, On
On the
Verge, or, The
the Verge,
Yearning will take you
Geography oeff Yearning
to that somewhere. At its essence,
the play is a shower ooff banter and
eccentricities, exploring the far
o f imagination.
reaches of
Association’s
The Drama Association's
o f Eric Overmyer's
Overmyer’s
production of
imaginative comedy is a journey
into "Terra
“ Terra lncognita."
Incognita.” Three inin
trepid Victorian ladies jet through
space and time. Packed with um
umbrellas, sherry, pith helmets, and
shepherd’s pie, Mary, Fanny, and
shepherd's
Alexandra explore everything
from jungles to gas stations.
of
The most delightful parts of
cata
the comedy are the strange cataracts ooff words that come pouring
out ooff the actors’
Vic
actors' mouths—
mouths- Victorian idioms as well as modern
slang. The lady adventurers have
a sophisticated vocabulary: they

unleash such words as "peregri“peregri
nation"
nation” and "clairvoyant,"
“clairvoyant,” and at
“ haberdashery.” And
one point "haberdashery."
yet you will catch Alexandra tell
tellten.”
ing Fanny to "“ Hang ten."
Andrew Russell works the
stage in an abundance ooff roles.
You can see him play a rapping

bridge troll, a fortuneteller (the
“Dragon Lady"),
Lady” ), and a cocktail
"Dragon
lounge singer, among other roles.
Background music ranges from
snippets ooff Elvis to Sigur Ros. The
set design is very basic so each
member ooff the audience can have
the free range of
o f imagination.

to Mao Zedong’s
Zedong's Little
Litde Red Book
to the Rolling Stones.
Don't
Don’t walk into the theatre
with notions ooff a nice plot line.
You will be entertained by a bi
bizarre and irrational chain of
of
events. Some scenes will leave you
scratching your head. That;
That, foundationally, is Overmyer's
Overmyer’s goal: to
challenge current trends of
o f realreal
ism in theatre. And each scene is a
snapshot from the outer edges of
of
a child's
child’s imagination.
The production, directed by
junior Laura Bannister for the
Drama Association includes Ash
Ashley Saturday as Mary, Kelley Dan
Daniel as Fanny, Laura Tippens as Al
Alwww.oovenant.edu
www.covenant.edu ·
exandra, and Andrew Russell as
en
Covenant students would eno f the various male roles.
all of
joy the plethora of
o f cultural referrefer
On the Verge will be performed
ences. Anachronistic artifacts find
in Sanderson Hall auditorium on
their way into every scene in the
the Covenant College campus.
play: hula-hoops, Cool Whip, spy Show times are April 7th at 8:00
decoder rings, and cream cheese.
pm, and 8th at 2:30 pm. Ticket
every
The characters allude to everyprices are $5 for adults and $3 for
thing from the National Review
seniors and students with I.D.

W eek
Faculty Quote of the Week

"It
“ It is the time of year where young ladies at Covenant College worship the sun
god by laying out at the swimming pool...There
pool. ..There is no such thing as a good tan
- it is dead skin - but let's
let’s ignore that assumption for right now."
now
-Dr. Reg M
McLelland
cLelland in Intro to Logic
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E l An
An Unusual Institution
A series about Covenant College by members
members-of
of the faculty
Editor's
Editor’s Note:
J^ote: What is so special about Covenant College? Are we really unique? Ask ten people and you will get ten different answers, that is, if
you get ten answers. A few faculty members have agreed to write short essays for a Bagpipe series to close out the school year. It is an open-ended
assignment with only three requirements: that it be short, that it be personal and that it in some way describe Covenant College. It can be about
what makes Covenant unique, or what makes it typical. It can explain reasons to like Covenant, or reasons to dislike it. The second piece is by Dr.
Matthew Vos, who graduated from Covenant in 1990 and joined the faculty in 2000 as a sociology professor.

What makes us us?:
A sociologist’s
sociologist's perspective
BYMATIVos
B y M att V os

Letters to
the editor
are welcome:
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu.
bagpipe(a)covenant.edu, with
w ith "Letter
“Letter
to the Editor"
Editor” in the subject line.

Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 145,
145,14049
14049 Scenic HighwayLookout Mountain, GA 30750.

•• Make
M ake letters topical and keep them
under
;;zoo
200 words.
• Letters may be editedfo
forr clarity and
length.
ll
• Letters should be signed withfu
full
name, class standing, and decland
declared
major, if
i f applicable.
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Editor in Chief

EMILY BELZ
JEREMY MCLELLAN
LOWEN HOWARD
WWENHOWARD
RYAN VROEGINDEWEY
MAX BELZ
MAXBELZ
ADAM PORCELLA
LIZ TUBERGEN
SHARALYN BECHTEL

News
Faith
Arts
Outlook
Sports
Layout
Photo
Copy Edit

C l if f FOUMAN
Fo rem a n
CUFF
Facility Advisor
Faculty
This is a Covenant
Covemnt College student publication
The views expressed herein do not necessarily
necessuily reflect
those of the College or the student body.

I've
I’ve been pondering what makes us distinctive here at Covenant
College. It seems that if we are going to charge you (students) all
that money, we'd
we’d better provide you with something you can’t
can't find at
the nearest Wal-Mart. Thinking about what makes us distinctive is
difficult for a sociologist - we’re
we're trained not to care that much about
distinction. We prefer to explore what we have in common. But the
question of
o f distinction is an important one. I serve on the college’s
college's
admissions committee - I constantly tell people that our school is un
unparalleled in the known universe. We talk about such things as a
quality and committed faculty who excel in their fields. But lots of
colleges have that. Of
O f course I could offer a few obvious things that
distinguish us. For example, we have Paul Morton and no one else
does. But there must be more! After great contemplation, I believe
I can offer three ooff our characteristics that are valuable and that are
becoming increasingly rare in colleges and universities.
Shortly after I graduated from Co_
v enant College in 1990,
Covenant
1990,1
I asked
aa good friend and fellow graduate what it was that made Covenant
so special. Without hesitation he gave the following account, which I
have never forgotten. He told me that he had attended aa large public
university for his freshman year, and then transferred to Covenant.
At the university he found it fairly
fairly easy to avoid undesirable people
-—people who were socially inept, people who for some reason or other
were not attractive to him. At Covenant my friend found that the
o f the school, and the structure of
o f the dorms put him
ethos and size of
him·
in direct contact with those he might have avoided at the larger school.
"I
“ I was more or less forced to deal with the dorky guy in the dorm who
. .”" (his words, not mine). Through this contact he
drove me crazy. ..
became good friends with people he would have probably passed over
(me for example!). I have thought about his comment for many years.
o f marginality. There
He was talking about the sociological concept of
are people in every social setting who don't
don’t quite fit -—who live on the
margins. Our human tendency to seek status through association with
the strong often leads us to exclude such people. In I1 Corinthians
12:12
12:
12 the apostle Paul envisions an organic church where supposedly
strong members honor those who appear weaker, recognizing that
Christ gifts his people in different ways. The dysfunctional church is
one where weaker members must fend for themselves; the dysfuncdysfunc
tional college may share similar tendencies. I see t:?e
the ·college
college from a

different perspective than I did as a student, but I hope this organic
bond is still an important distinctive. As we grow larger, and must
contend with more bureaucracy,
bure.aucracy, we must take great care that this
distinctive is not neglected in favor ooff more rational objectives.
popuiar topic
The second distinctive I wish to discuss is the always popular
I'm for it. From what I have seen, chapel is go
ooff required chapel. I’m
going the way ooff the dodo in many Christian colleges. In my opinion,
chapel (debates about what constitutes chapel notwithstanding) is a
distinctive ritual that performs an important identity function for the
Christian college. Scripture commands Christians to practice ritual,
exhorting us not to forsake meeting together. I don’t
don't begin to raise
chapel to the level ooff the local church, but I think an important prin
principle is applicable to both settings. Rituals create a:pd
and reinforce group
- they remind us ooff what we are all about, ooff what it is that
bonds ~
makes us us. In a recent publication, Robert Bellah, a sociologist ooff
religion who writes extensively about community, says that the Chris
Christian meaning ooff ritual is one ooff discipline. Ritual, he explains, brings
about "“ ...
. . . a fundamental change ooff disposition on the part ooff the
participant." He goes on to explain that the Christian sacraments
participant.”
· (rituals) "“ ...
. . . are parts ooff a Christian program for creating in its per
performers, by means ooff regulated practice, the 'mental
‘mental and moral dis
dispositions' appropriate to Christians”
Christians" (Asad, as cited in Bellah, 2003).
positions’
Bellah suggests that ritual pulls us out ooff our egoistic self-oriented
pursuits, and creates the possibility of a social world. He fears that
our emphasis on technological and economic progress is a threat to
ritual (we forsake it as we get on with the task ooff meeting more tan
tangible, rational goals), and ultimately a threat to society and humanity.
I feel uncertain about the future ooff a Christian college that forsakes
the ritual of
o f chapel. I think it is one of
o f our distinctives, and although
-the
we will certainly continue to debate its form and content, I think it is
an identity shaping ritual that bonds us together in important ways.
The last distinctive is very simple. I find a high degree ooff camacama
raderie among the faculty here. It is a rare week that I don’t
don't have
lively and helpful debate with my colleagues. Stand outside the fac
faculty lounge sometime and you’ll
you'll get a feel for this (actually...
(actually. .. strike that
last comment). I have learned a great deal from my colleagues, and
I get the definite feeling that despite the odd scuffle here and there,
we care about each other. That is important and is a big part ooff the
reason that I enjoy my work here at Covenant.
And so, with these things said, I'm
I’m off to chapel, hoping someone
will sit by me, reaching out to me in my marginality!

14049 Scenic
Scenic Highway•
Highway • Lookout
Lookout Mounwn,
Mountain, GA
GA 30750
30750
14049

If you would like the Bagpipe
to run a story on something,
send your suggestion by email
to Bagpipe@covenant.edu with
‘Story Idea'
Idea’ in the subject line.
'Story
For advertising inquiries,
contact Adam Belz:

ph. (706) 419-1602
Bagpipe@covenant.edu
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_
o p ten list
M usical ttop

B y JOE
J oe CLARK
C la r k
BY

o f aa musical "top"
“ top”
The idea of
ten list is a rather deceptive one.
“ Top” would indicate a sort ooff obob
"Top"
jective sense of
o f worth, but at the
same time there exist no logically
infallible arguments that would
conclusively prove to all musical
listeners that "this
“ this is
is unarguably
a list of
o f the top ten albums of
2005.” So what is this quazi-objec2005."
tive list then? This list, I propose,
o f suggessugges
should be taken as one of
tions. I have not listened to all the
o f 2005, but of
o f those that
albums of
I have, the following list contains
the albums I hold with the most
“ best,” in
regard. These were the "best,"
my humble opinion. So I offer as
recommendation last year’s
year's music
that is most worth you time on the
o f musical enjoyment.
grounds of
Beck: Guerolito
Hanson’s wiry frame
Beck Hanson's
uncharacteristi
heaving that
uncharacteristically deep voice never ceases to
amaze. From early folk/country
experimentation to the electronic

bliss compiled on Guerolito, it is
Hanson’s "singing"
“ singing” that ties all of
of
Hanson's
Beck’s albums into a recognizeBeck's
o f jumbled pop-junk
able bundle of
Guero was a mild project in
genres. Cuero
Odelay, stripped
comparison to say, Odelay,
down to mainly simple strings
re
and easy-going beats, but its release seems to have been aa setup.
Guerolito, a tantalizing assemblage
o f Cuero
Guero remixes, packs each track
of
with its fullest possible potential.
The album boasts an interestingly
impressive resume from the regal
Air to the quirky abstract-hip hop
fea
group Subtle. An 8bit remix, featuring only sounds extracted from
possibili
a Gameboy, extends the possibilio f "Hell
“ Hell Yes"
Yes” beyond all comcom 
ties of
prehension and sums the nature
o f the album. Each artist, from
of
o f Canada, takes
El-P to Boards of
extreme artistic liberties, even
changing track names, but still
manages to allow the true Beck
sense to pervade throughout the
record’s course. Guerolito is aa postpost
record's
modern marvel, enjoyable like aa
bowl of
o f Trix.
Gorillaz: Demon Days

An extension from the Brito f Blur, Gorillaz’
pop lore of
Gorillazf Da
Damon Albarn brings the same un
unearthly and apathetic aura to his
band— the one made up of
of
other band-the
cartoon characters. The guest ap
apo f MF (Metal Fingers)
pearance of
Doom and aa dreamy, funky hipcom
hop feel make Demon Days comGorillaz, but
parable to self-titled Gorilla;:,,
Gorillaz’ sound has progressed
the Gorillaz'
lubri
from music to experience. A lubricated coexistence ooff rhythm and
flowing synth wrenches Demon
Days from past grappling with a
fantastic realism to draw it into a
o f transcendence (see “"Feel
Feel
kind of
Inc.” music video). Lazily .
Good Inc."
emotive, this album is good for
listening, happy, sad, mad, rain or
shine, here or there.
Spoon: Gimme Fiction
Britt Daniel and Jim Eno,
o f Spoon since ’94,
core of
'94, have
been pounding out minimal
minimalist glory ever since Girls Can Tell
and have finally gotten a hint of
much warranted acclaim with
Gimme Fiction. Sticking
Gimme
Stickihg to the early
simple formulations ooff rock’n
rock'n

4
4

www.virginrecords.com
www.virginrecords.com

Daniel's edgy voice.
terlaced with Daniel’s
Maverick cowboys from Austin
they may be, but the rock enthusi
enthusiast says "Gimme
“ Gimme Spoon."
Spoon.”
Deerhoof: The Runners Four
The characteristic dissonance
ooff the art-punk genre begrudging
begrudgingly dawdles its way to climactic evoevo
lutions ooff melody on every track
of
o f The Runners Four, and ends as a
breathless listening experience. A
matted mess ooff an often tri-distortive convergence is constantly tot
tottering on the lip ooff chaos, falling,
clinging, and climbing back up
fowith epic intensity to narrowly fo
Matuzaki's
cused rapture. Satomi Matuzaki’s
poignant and piercing vocal effect
stitches together what may have
become -elusive
elusive discord on some
tracks, and steadies an excitedly
bobbing keel on others, giving balbal
ance to pieces like “"Spirit
Spirit Ditties
Tone" and "Wrong
ooff No Tone”
“Wrong Time
Capsule," the two most impressive
Capsule,”
tracks displayed. Wildly thrilling,
uniquely congealed and somewhat
underground, this is one album
that shouldn't
shouldn’t be overlooked.
Sufjan Stevens: Illinois
As featured in the 2005 issue
of
o f the Bagpipe, Stevens’
Stevens' compact
musical repetition interwoven
with touches ooff hymns, prayers
and Biblical allusions is a touching
tril:)ute to the state ooff Illinois. An
tribute
unhindered portrayal ooff faith and
impressively unique sounds and
lyrics has lifted this carefully craftcraft
ed work to the top spot in contem
contemporary alternative
alternative music.
music.

roll, the two snuck away from a
magnetic art-punk movement in
the late ‘90s
'90s to create such rock
wonders as "Merchants
“ Merchants ooff Soul"
Soul”
“ I Turn My Camera On."
On.” A
and "I
refreshing dependence on acousacous
tic guitar and ragged drumming
shoves the raw, unadorned lead
guitar and rhythmic piano into
tight and plenary melodies in-

Honorable mentions:
Calexico/Iron and Wine: In the
Reins
&ins
Antony and the
Johnsons: I Am
thejohnsons:
a Bird Mow
Now
Boards ooff Canada: The Camp
Campfire Headphase
Bonnie ‘Prince’
'Prince' Billy/Matt
Billy /Matt
Sweeny: Superwotf
Superwolf
Yourself on Fire
Stars: Set 'Yourself

www.goldstarpr.com
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Top five films of 2005
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BY
B y MARK
M a r k SHAW
S haw

Many moviegoers question
the validity of
o f choosing a best
picture when there is so much
subjectivity involved. They know
that favoritism and politics will
always be a significant factor in
the decision-making process. For
many, it was no coincidence that
(Crash) won
aa movie based in L.A. (Crash)
Best Picture from an Academy of
of
voters who almost exclusively live
in that city.
Why even choose one movie
over another when it is so difficult
to believe that their judgment is
even remotely impartial? Even
though subjectivity is aa necessary
o f critiquing art, there are
part of
still great movies which can be
as superior to
reasonably argued as
others.
When I critique a film, I try
to enter into the movie with as
much objectivity as possible,
laying aside personal preferences
and preconceived notions. So,
in creating this list that is based
upon the 45 films I saw in 2005;
2005,
I am attempting to maintain this
approach by · judging the films
based on how well they were made,
how skillful they were in evoking
emotions about the characters and
subject matter, and how successful
they were in accomplishing what
they
they intended to do.
is the list of
o f the top five
Here is
motion pictures of
o f the year and
five honorable mentions.
1. Match Point (rated R for

www.ropeofsilicon.com
language and sexuality)
continue a love affair even after
After a recent spell of
they marry and have children.
disappointing movies, writer/
The film
film then heart-wrenchingly
director Woody Allen finally crafts depicts what happens to them,
a film as great as Annie Hall and their marriages, and their families
Crimes
Crimes and
and Misdemeanors.
Misdemeanors. Though
as a result of
o f their infidelity._
infidelity. To
strikingly similar to the latter the films credit, there are no
movie, this story of
man's lust and stereotypical characters; the men
o f aa man’s
his attempts to cover up his affair are not portrayed as effeminate,
is based more on human passion and the wives are never depicted
House
4. H
ouse of
o f Flying Daggers
than aa man's
man’s rationalization
as insensitive spouses who are (rated PG-13 for violence and
to excuse his actions. This film
to blame for their husbands’
sensuality)
husbands'
would have been a typical story adultery.
Admittedly, this film technically
King
Kong
(rated
PG-13.came out in 2004—
but not in most
about infidelity, were it not for
3. King
Kong
(rated
PG-13
2004---but
Allen’s seamless transition from
Allen's
American theaters—
and, I’m
for language and violence)
theaters-and,
I'm a
romance to suspense, which keeps
Director
Peter Jackson’s
Jackson's
sucker for movies with martial
o f the overdone tale about
the audience speculating about remake of
o f my partiality
arts. Regardless of
what will happen next. Once
the misunderstood beast turns for this genre, this film has been
again, Allen brings out the best in out to be anything but cliche.
internationally acclaimed as one
Scarlett Johansson
o f the best pictures of
o f 2005 and
his actors, and ScarlettJohansson
Compared to previous efforts,
of
he more satisfactorily develops
has never performed better. Lastly,
2004.
Match Point’s
Point's score is beautiful, Jack Driscoll and Ann Darrow’s
Beijing writer/director Zhang
Darrow's
romantic interests as well as Ann
Yimou is the most censored
consistent, and appropriate to
Allen’s existential view about
Kong’s relationship. The
director in the world because
Allen's
and Kong's
movie’s portrayal ooff
original movie's
his movies are
an: overtly anti
human desire.
antiBrokeback
Mountain the Ape's
Ape’s interest in Ann came
communist. However, his latest
2. Brokeback
Mountain
(rated R for sexuality, nudity, and across as down-right creepy, but films, including this one, prove
remake’s depiction ooff the
that he has become a master at
this remake's
language)
beast’s attraction
infusing this message.
This highly controversial and beauty and the beast's
film deserves
Zhang’s cinematography and
is based upon a more realistic
critically acclaimed film
Zhang's
awards—
relationship.
set design are always astounding,
its Oscar awardS-'human-animal
“ the gay cowboy
Naomi Watts (Ann) should have
but he outdoes himself in
but not "the
m
movie” label it is given. This
outrageously
gorgeous
movie"
received more acclaim for taking this
this challenging role. Lastly,
is not concerned with
presentation ooff epic martial art
film 1s
on this
film’s epic adventure scenes
battles interwoven with romantic
promoting
or
condemning the film's
homosexuality. Rather, it is about and special effects were exciting passion. This story, about a soldier
the consequences of
o f selfishness
and unique, rather than overwho falls in love with a woman
and human weakness that can
the-top and overly-ambitious.
(Zhang Ziyi) who may be the
ruin men's
men’s lives and the lives of
However, this movie is three hours leader ooff an underground rebel
the people they love.
long and could have done away clan, does suffer from one too
with some of
o f the repetitive action
Heath Ledger and · Jake witli
many plot twists, yet it is engaging
and emotional nonetheless.
Gyllenhaal play two cowboys who sequences.

www.ksymena.pl
5. Capote
Capote(rated
(ratedR Rfor for
violence and language)
This intelligent biopic about
the writing ooff In Cold
Co/,d Blood follows
its eccentric author, Truman
Capote (remarkably channeled
by Philip Seym<?ur
Seymour Hoffman), as
he attempts to coax information
from the convicted criminals
who murdered a family of
o f four. ·
Capote is personally interested
in one ooff the murderers because
he considers his own upbringing
to be similar to the criminal’s.
criminal's.
As Capote writes this book, he
increasingly identifies ·with
with this
murderer and tries on several
occasions to enlist the help ooff
better lawyers who can provide
the convicts with what he thinks is
a "proper
“proper trial.”
trial." Because Capote is
so obsessed about discovering why
these men brutally murdered an
entire family, he winds up crushed
when he eventually learns the
answer. Though this film moves
slowly and takes a long attention
span to view, it provokes many
questions about human nature.
Honorable M
entions:
Mentions:
Walk the
Walk
the Line, Batman
Batman Begins,
Begi.ns,
Munich, Harry Potter and the
the Goblet
o f Fire, Crash
qf
Crash
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Tangible
change for
India's
India’s
Untouchables
•

BY
B y HANNAH
H an n ah SNOKE
S noke

Could India be changing? At the end of
o f April, major
reforms could take place within the Indian government
on behalf of
o f the Christian Dalits. After 50 years of
o f rere
ligious discrimination against more than 70% of
o f India's
India’s
Christian population, the national government will decide
whether to grant these oppressed people equal opportuopportu
nity and freedom of
o f conscience. On November 28, 2005,
India's
India’s Supreme Court ordered the national government
to include Christians in India's
India’s affirmative action propro
gram for the Dalits; now, after aa six-month investigation,
the government will report back to the Court.
The Dalits are outcasts of
o f Hindu society. They are the
· "untouchables"
“ untouchables” or the "oppressed"
“oppressed” and are used to per
pe~form tasks considered unclean or undesirable by HinduHindu
ism. Because they are considered polluted from handling
dead animals, Dalits are severely avoided and estranged
· from society. In many places, this leads to apartheid where
housing and wells are completely segregated. This class
o f people makes up roughly 25% of
o f India's
India’s population.
of
Even though Gandhi extended his hand to the Dalits
by outlawing untouchability in India's
India’s Constitution, 250
un
million Dalits continue to receive minimal protection under the law. They receive little to no education and do
India’s National
not hold property rights. According to India's
Crime Records Bureau, 25,455 crimes were committed
O c
against Dalits in 2000. In a congressional hearing in October, Congressman Christopher Smith (4-NJ) put it in
“ Every hour two Dalits were assaulted; evev
these terms: "Every
ery day three Dalit women were raped, two Dalits were
murdered, and two Dalit homes were torched. And most
experts believe that these numbers are grossly underre
underreported, since Dalits are afraid to report crimes to police,
inves
and when they do, police often refused to register or invescomplaints.”
tigate their complaints."
Dalit Christians are especially oppressed, and it is their
situation which the Indian Supreme Court is seeking to
address. India utilizes affirmative action in order to aid
the Dalits. Quotas reserve spot~
spots for education and emem
ployment. However, according to the Presidential Order
o f 1950, this does not apply to those who have converted
of
to a different religion. It was assumed that because these
its caste system, they no lonlon
converts reject Hinduism and its
ger need intervention.
D ’souza, President of
o f the All InIn
According to Joseph D'souza,

dia Christian Council and of
o f the Dalit Freedom Network,
untouchability and caste are social phenomena and not
contained within religion alone. The Dalits are shunned
and oppressed, regardless ooff their religion.
D ’souza claims that the Indian government’s
D'souza
government's use ooff
affirmative action intentionally keeps people within the
Hindu caste system. This is religious discrimination and
o f freedom of
o f conscience. He claims it is possible
denial of
to debate affirmative action itself; however, the larger issue
o f religious discrimination must be addressed. Christian
of
Dalits are forced to choose between their religious beliefs
o f the law. D
’souza is concerned for
and the full benefit of
D'souza
o f India as it shows unwillingness to adhere to
the state of
o f a secular state.
the goals of
D ’souza would ultimately like to see the caste system
D'souza
abolished in India and seeks to deal with the questions that

would face India if it happens: If this is accomplished, an
integral part of
o f Hinduism would be forbidden by a secusecu
lar government. Is it appropriate for a state to overturn
the
o f its people? Or
O r is there a higher standard
th~ religion of
to which the Indian government can hold and call for the
abolition ooff caste? Should the government impose a new
morality onto the Indian people or should it wait for social
and religious change? Are these movements and debates
a sign that change is already occurring? These are the
questions with which D
’souza and his fellow advocates
D'souza
wrestle.
At the end of
o f this month, the Indian national govern
government will respond to the Indian Supreme Court's
Court’s ruling
that the Christian Dalits must be granted affirmative ac
action rights. This could be a tremendous step in a nation’s
nation's
understanding ooff humanity.
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Bearing false witness
B y JEREMY
J er em y MCLELLAN
M c L ellan
BY
"How
“How providential!"
providential!” a young
fellow once exclaimed to me.
He was on the waiting list for a
class and because someone had
dropped, he was able to take the
course. Cynical as I am, I won
wondered whether The Almighty had
arranged a convenient accident
like Don Corleone in the Godfa
Godfather, just so my friend could take
Dr. Davis later in the day.
The question ooff discern
discerning God's
G od’s actions in the natural
world is of
o f central importance
to the Christian. Our theology is,
after all, committed to the active
intervention of
o f .God's
G od’s agency in
the world. Just try to
to expiain
explain your
salvation. Whether expressed in
miracles or the superintendence
averooff events for our benefit, the aver
age Christian is dedicated to the
proposition that the history of
o f the
world is also the history of
o f God's
G od’s
redemptive work.
In a recent chapel talk, Alvin
Plantinga defended the ChrisChris
tian's
tian’s ability to claim knowledge
of
o f God's
G od’s interactions in the world.
Belief in miracles, we are assured,
is not the stuff ooff premodern
cavemen, but something we can
believe and still remain intelligent.
When I pressed him to define this
ability as it works itself out in
practice, Plantinga pointed to Au
Augustine’s City of
o f God as a fruitful
gustine's
o f what we in the history
example of
“ Providentialist
department term "Providentialist
History.” Of
O f course, this
History."
“ How did
begs the question, "How
od’s activity
Augustine know G
God's
apart from it being revealed in
Scripture?” Your guess is as good
Scripture?"
as mine.
This is not, after all, a problem
histo
confined to the Christian histood’s
rian, whose ability to chart G
God's
activity in the world is rendered
of
impossible by the standards of
traditional historiography. The
average Christian’s
Christian's language is
peppered with claims to know
G
od’s ways and attribute inten
God's
intentions to historical events. After
someone’s father is cured
all, if someone's
o f cancer, is this not a miracle? If
of
a rapist is convicted and sent to
prison, is this not G
od’sjudgment?
God's
historian’s episteBut just like the historian's
mological shortcomings, the truth
o f our own statements should be
of
tempered by an unwillingness to
bear false witness against God. To

avoid this, we need to be aware
ooff certain fallacies that crop up
whenever we claim to know G
od’s
God's
ways, and Dutch Calvinist philos
philosopher Harry Van Dyke suggests
at least five that I think are
extremely helpful.
First, Van Dyke describes
the fallacy of
o f "annexation."
“ annexation.” AnAn
nexation refers to the tendency
of
o f Christians to attribute God's
G od’s
approval to something merely
because it happened. A fellow stu
stu_.
dent in Charleston once told our
class that God had allowed perfect
weather conditions for our young
pilots to drop the atomic bomb on
Japan without any complications.
This, of
o f course, meant that God
was on our side. This fallacy, unun

fortunately, “"makes
makes history nornor
can't seem
for invading Iraq. God can’t
mative, revelatory of
o f divine comcom
to make up his mind, can he?
mandments, even in cases where •
trac
The third problem with tracScripture indicates that obedient
ing G
God's
od’s hand in history is the
living requires otherwise.”
otherwise." So for
"explanation
resort," a
“ explanation of
o f last resort,”
the young man, the intentional
Plantinga's
tendency I found in Plantinga’s
killing of
o f civilians
infatuation with the theory of
of
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki . quantum mechanics. This theory
was irrelevant.
affords Christians a "gap"
“gap” in scisci
The second fallacy is that of
of
entific epistemology that we can
"identification,"
“ identification,” a problem that
quickly fill with God. Right now,
we Americans should recognize
probability and likelihood are the
off the bat. It ,is
is the tendency to
only scientific certainties. How
Howidentify any success as God's
G od’s will.
ever, give scientists fifty years and
The American invasion of
o f Iraq,
they'll make the gap smaller--or
they’ll
smaller— or
for instance, was seen as Provi
Provibigger. W
Who
ho knows what we’ll
we'll do
dential given its quick end. It did with God then?
·end, didn't
didn’t it? Recently, Christians
The fourth problem describes
of
have been attributing the years of
self-centered Christians to a "t."
“ t.”
insurgency as divine punishment
The fallacy of
o f "fragmentary
“ fragmentary recrec

ognitions"
ognitions” thinks ooff God's
G od’s action
in terms of
o f finite location. What
was God doing in 151
1517?
7? He was
helping Luther write his 95 TheThe
ses. That's
That’s it. Never mind the
events going on in the Ottoman
Empire, Hong Kong, or England.
The “"really
really important"
important” things are
the stuff of
o f divine providence.
providence.
This also effects how we think of
of
the resolution of
o f conflicts. G
od’s
God's
agency tends to be restricted to
those things that benefit us or our
loved ones.
The fifth problem is the ten
tendency to attribute natural disasdisas
ters to "acts
“ acts of
o f God."
God.” The same
people who built New Orleans be-

See False
Fake Witness, page 8

Big Al was
w as here
A
A few thoughts on
Planting~'s
Plantinga’s visit
B y MATT
M att GILLIKIN
G il l ik in
BY

When considering the philosophical and
intellectual foundations for Covenant College,
o f figures in Church history come
a number of
to mind Augustine, Calvin, Luther, Kuyper,
Schaeffer.
In my opinion Alvin Plantinga belongs
on this list. He represents perhaps the para
parao f faith and
gon example ooff the integration of
learning within academia during the last forty
years.
Plantinga’s visit to Covenant last week
Plantinga's
stands as an intellectual high water mark for
our school. From II can gather, his time up on
Lookout Mountain was a resounding success.
Total attendance for his three lectures on the
o f science and religion exceeded
relationship of
one thousand. Visitors came from schools
such as UT-Martin, Erskine College, Palm
Beach Atlantic, Sewanee, and even the intel
intelo f Dayton, TN. StimuStimu
lectual backwaters of
lating conversations abounded. Philosophy
gained popularity, even if for a few fleeting
days.
morn
I was actually nervous on Thursday morninto chapel to hear PlantPlant
ing when I walked in'to
inga’s
inga's first lecture. How strong would interest
be in a philosopher, even one well known in
our circles? Will he be an engaging speaker?
Will he be comprehensible? The anticipated

presence of
o f one of
o f the best minds in the
Christian intellectual community combined
with the ethereal tones ooff Sigur Ros (where
did that come from?) created an atmosphere
such that many expected the opening of
o f the
heavens followed by the descent of
Plantino f Plantin
ga upon us from above. When he spoke, he
glowed.
As a philosophy major, I count myself as
o f Plantinga's
Plantinga’s intellectual descendants.
one of
He taught Dr. Davis at Notre Dame, who in
turn teaches me. I met my grandfather for the
O r something like that.
first time. Or
Plantinga’s personality and dede
I found Plantinga's
meanor consistent with the caliber of
o f his
e’s a nice guy. He told
philosophical work. H
He's
me I should take up rock climbing: "You
“You can
do it when you’re
play
you're old. You have to stop playing basketball by the time you’re
you're forty.”
forty." I’ll
I'll be
happy if I can walk when I am seventy, much
o f rope
less ascend a sheer cliff with a strand of
append
providing my only backup when my appendages give out.
Furthermore he presented a humble concon
fidence worth imitating. A good test ooff the
character ooff an intellectual is how they h,mdle
handle
questions from an audience. In these settings,
people ask all manner of
o f questions—
questions- good,
bad, easy, hard. Often they set themselves
up to be demolished by the stronger intellect
o f the room. During the
standing at the front of
three lectures and two lunch sessions I at
attended, Plantinga took every query seriously,
in
always answering with as much clarity and insight allowed by the question at hand.
Plantinga’s work in metaphysics and episepis
Plantinga's
temology stands at the forefront ooff current
Chris
discussions ooff the reasonableness ooff Christian belief.
belie[ In his early work he developed a

complex proof explaining how belief in God
and the existence of
o f evil are not contradictocontradicto
ry. And he bas
has reworked and revived a num
number of
o f arguments for the existence of
o f God.
In epistemology his work Warranted
Warranted Christian
Christian
Belief develops aa model showing how people
can believe Christianity and still be consid
considered rational.
o f being backed into aa corner by
Instead of
the arguments of
o f Freud, Marx, and other secsec
ularists that dominated the academy for most
o f the 20th century, Christians can be conficonfi
of
dent that belief in God does not entail intel
intellectual suicide. Atheism and agnosticism are
not the only viable options any more. Thanks
to the likes of
o f Plantinga and Nicholas Wolterstorff, the terms of
o f the debate have
hav~ been
reframed in a manner favorable to theists in
general, and Christians in particular.
af
I found it refreshing to hear confident afo f gospel truths from a well-known
firmation of
o f skepticism, plural
intellectual. In an era of
pluralism, and pseudo-religiosity, Plantinga does not
prance around trying to package Christianity
in a manner appealing to all. Why should
. . . because it
anyone believe the Bible? Well ...
is true. And it will change you into who you
o f proof is
are supposed to be. The burden of
not on 1:1s
us to prove ourselves reasonable. God
created us to know him, and sin has made it
so that we cannot know him. However, the
o f the Holy Spirit restored
regenerative work of
“sensus divinitatus,"
divinitatus,” as Calvin called ·tthe
our "sensus
he
mechanism by which we know God, enabling
us to know the truths ooff Christianity. We are
the ones who see the world clearly on this
point.
Forgive me if this sounds like hero worwor
ship. Thank you Professor Plantinga.
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By Wesley Murrell
M u rrell

,.......,......,...,.,...,....._

SCO 1 1ISH, W H A T ARE YOU DOING HERE’

DON'T VOU R EALIZE YOU CAN'T STAND
TH AT CLOSE TO ME?? T H IS IS CO VEN ANT
COLLEGE! PEOPLE W ILL TH INK WE RE D A T IN G 1

m worse

th a t

wm m&A&m th at we

low sea level, constructed shoddy
levees, and wiped out the marsh
marshlands that had once protected the
city are now the first ones to attriattri
bute the suffering ooff its inhabitants
to The Almighty. Take Dr. Morton
for a class and he’ll
he'll say the same
thing. It could be that God is pun
punishing me when I wreck my car,
but it might also _have
have something
to do with the fact that I drank
drank. a
bottle ooff vodka right beforehand.
The dilemma of
o f the believ
believiming, modest Christian is an im
portant one, and it is one that all
Christians must face. Most importantly, it will also require a refusal
tandy,
to "bear
“bear false witness against our
neighbor," especially if that neigh
neighbor,”
neighbor is God. Those who think they
know what God is doing should be
given pause by the last few chap
chapters ooff Job, where God tells his
humble servant, “W
ho are you
"Who
again?" Deep down, we believe
again?”
God should be working in our
lives only, or at least other Ameri
Americans. He should only be doing nice
things, and never judging. If he
does judge, it better be people we
don't
don’t like. The solution, however
difficult, is
to allow our own thoughts ooff
restrictGod and his agency to be restrict
ed to those things that God has
revealed to us in Scripture. Any
Anything else would be bearing false
witness.

L0W S H IS T 0 6 V T^ C T H E ft OR SOMELIKE THAT! THEY'LL TH IN K WE RE J U S T
I W A IT IN G AROUND TO GET MARRIED!!! OR
t h in g

! g Q M IN A 8 i-E P IC K IN G BAgy NAMES!!!

--------- -

I

| 130 / p u EVEN WONDER
f WHV YOU'RE SINGLE??

I KNOW.

April
sports
Soccer Men
by MAX
M a x BELZ
B elz
BY

Last year at this time, the
men's
men’s soccer team didn't
didn’t have a
coach. Second-year coach John
Milgarese has made this spring
more productive.
With three spring season games
under their belt and recruitment
full swing, the Scots look to
in full
do something big this fall. They
tied Gardner Webb University,
Milgarese’s
Milgarese's
former
coaching
assignment, 0-0 earlier this
semester. On March 25, NCAA
Division II team North Georgia
College and State University beat
the Scots 2-1.
"We
“We made aa couple of
o f key

mistakes," Coach Milgarese said.
mistakes,”
“ But it's
it’s good for that to happen
"But
in the spring instead of
o f the fall."
fall.”
Covenant also played Lipscomb
University and lost 2-1 in another
spring season game. Lipscomb
and Gardner-Webb are both
NCAA
N
CAA Division I teams.
Milgarese has secured l17
7
players for this fall season. l10
O ooff
those players will batde
battle for spots
on the varsity squad. Several
recruits have played for Olympic
Development Programs, which
are "mini
“ mini Olympic state teams.”
teams."
One recruit from the Chicago
area, played for the number one
ranked club team in the country.
Three players are coming from
Faith Christian Academy in
the Denver area, high school
alma mater of
o f Jordan and
Jeremy McCaslin. Chattanooga
Christian School is also sending
a few players. Six of
o f the recruits
were all-state players for their
high schools.
Milgarese thinks that fitness
played a big part in last season's
season’s
ultimate failure. The Scots were
3-6 during the first half of
o f the

season; 5-2 in the last seven
games. "Not
“Not having a coach
last spring was hard I think,”
think,"
Milgarese said. "But
“ But they’ve
they've [the
team] worked exceptionally hard

this spring. I'm
I’m really pleased with
the work they’ve
in.”
they've put in."
Covenant faces a tough fall
schedule. Away games at Berry,
Auburn-Montgomery, and Lee

ivers for the softball program.
“What a great night for Covenant softball and
athletics,” Director o f Athletic Roy Heintz said.
“ When you
strong foundation from day one.”
' Melissa Hendon, a sophomore pitcher and first
baseman at Chattanooga State, chose Covenant
after being recruited by several NCAA Division I
schools. This far in here college career, Melissa has
put up impressive stats. She has a 15-2 record with
a 0.38 earned run average. As a hitter, she is batting

False Witness, fro
m page 7
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loom large. “"The
The conference is
getting better all the time, too,”
too,"
Milgarese said. Montreat and
Milligan also promise to be more
competitive than usual.

Brittany Hendon, a senior at Boyd Buchanai
High School, pitches and plays shortstop. On
reason she decided on Covenant was to olav wit]
Boyd Buchanan was the state runner-up. Over her
three-year career, she has a 0.92 ERA, pitched two
perfect games, and thrown seven no-hitters. She
was selected for Best o f Preps the last two years,
“ I wanted to be close to home, and I’i
excitec
Coven

.

